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LESSON

2
Time

50 minutes (2.5 hours) 
This lesson could be split into two 
meeting times

Activity 1 Materials
• Computer 
• Projector
• Jeopardy Questions (either 

PowerPoint or cards if 
computer and projector are not 
available). 

• Coin
Space Required

A meeting area with tables and 
a “blank wall” to project off and 
a meeting area where the youth 
can have their rabbits. Meeting 
area with a kitchen, if possible.

Before the Meeting
Place cards up on the wall to 
create a Jeopardy Board, or set up 
computer and projector and turn 
Rabbit Lesson 2 Jeopardy on the 
wall. 

Rabbit Quality Assurance
Learn about quality assurance when caring for and working with rabbits. Youth will learn about 
the terms associated with the rabbit industry and rabbit project, about identification of rabbits, 
about rabbit nutrition, animal handling practices, and about diseases and prevention methods.

 Background

Rabbits can be raised for a variety of reasons (showing, fur, meat, etc.), 
and because the project offers such a variety of breeds and reasons to raise 
rabbits there are numerous terms associated with the project. Youth should 
familiarize themselves with the terms associated with the rabbit project over 
the course of their time in the project, as many of these terms will be used 
frequently both in and out of the show ring in the rabbit industry. 

Tattooing is a permanent way to identify your rabbit, making it ideal for 
finding lost pets. In a show environment, this virtually eliminates all confusion 
if the animals get mixed up. Tattooing is also useful when breeding; if a system 
is used, the tattoo provides a quick way to know the rabbit’s family history 
just by looking at the ear. In order to compete in a sanctioned show ARBA 
show, rabbits must be properly tattooed in the left ear. Tattooing is similar to 
having your ears pierced, and it is always best to do it in younger animals. The 
younger animal will have thinner cartilage and hence not only will it be easier 
to tattoo, but it will heal faster and hurt less. A tattoo is also a permanent 
record that will clearly identify the rabbit and you can use to identify your 
rabbits in its other records such as breeding cards and health sheets. 

No matter which animal project we are talking about, there are key quality 
assurance items that youth should be following to be sure that they are 
providing the best possible care for their animals. Rabbits are often raised for 
their meat, which means that there are people consuming the animals for 
food. Any livestock producer needs to provide a promise to the consumers 
that they are providing good, wholesome products. Quality assurance covers 
items like daily care and management, prevention, animal handling, and health 
and treatment. There are numerous diseases that rabbits can get. As rabbit 
project members, it is good for youth to know the different types of diseases 
a rabbit can get, how to prevent them, and how to care for them once a 
rabbit has contracted them.

 Activity 1 Instructions (30-40 mins.)
1. Break youth members up into two teams: “A” team and “B” team. 
2. Have a coin toss to see which team will go first. 
3. Have a parent or another leader be the score keeper. 
4. Whichever team wins the coin toss will be the first team to pick a question 

off of the Jeopardy board. 
5. Continue to play Jeopardy for youth members to learn the terminology of 

the rabbit project. 
6. Hand out the Jeopardy questions and answer sheet to youth members to 

take with them to study for when they practice showmanship. 

 Reflect and Apply Questions

1. Why is it important to know the terms associated with the rabbit industry?



 Lesson 2: Activity 1 Jeopardy Board
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1. What defines a 4 Class Rabbit? Weighs Under 9 Pounds
2. What defines a 6 class rabbit? Weighs over 9 pounds
3. What are the classes for 4 class rabbits? Senior Buck/Doe 6 months and over, Junior Buck/Doe 

under 6 months
4. What are the classes for class 6 rabbits? Senior Buck/Doe 8 months and over, Intermediate buck/

doe 6-8 months, Junior buck/doe under 6 months.
5. Name other classes that may be available at some shows: Pre junior, meat pen, single fryer, roast-

er, stewer, breed fur, and wool.
6. How do you ID a rabbit? Tattoo. Left ear is the ID Number of the Rabbit, right ear is the ARBA 

Number of the Rabbit.
7. When a doe gives birth, it is called: Kindling
8. What is the normal body temperature of a rabbit? 100-104 degrees Fahrenheit; 103.1 degrees 

Fahrenheit is average.
9. How much feed should small breeds and large breeds receive per day? 2-3 ounces per day for 

small breeds; 4-8 ounces per day for large breeds. 
10. How much light per day do rabbits need? 14-16 hours
11. What is flyback fur? The fur returns quickly to its natural position, fly’s back.
12. What is rolled back coat? When it is stroked from hip to neck, it returns to its normal position 

more gradually.
13. What fur reflects light? Satin 
14. How much wool can a rabbit produce in 1 year? ½ to 1 ½ pounds
15. What is a dyed rabbit fur called in trade? Lapin
16. What is ear canker? Ear mite causing inflamed, swollen, cabby condition of the lower inside ear 

of rabbits.
17. What is snuffles? Pasterellosis, contagious infection of the nasal passages, respiratory organs, usu-

ally terminating in chronic illness.
18. What is weepy eye? Excessive discharge from the eye and matted fur under the eye.
19. What is wry neck? Rabbit turns its head to one side and has a loss of balance.
20. What are buck teeth/wolf teeth? Protruding or long teeth in either jaw caused by improper 

alignment of the front teeth.
21. What is finish? The desired condition of flesh and coat for market on show rabbits.
22. What is choppy? Condition where a rabbit is not well filled out and rounded in the loin and 

rump area.
23. What are show faults? Imperfections, conditions or characteristics that are unacceptable and will 

result in a lower show placing, but not disqualification.
24. Name a breed of rabbit that is Cylindrical. Himalayan is the only breed that is Cylindrical.
25. Name the rabbit types: Full arch, semi arch, compact, commercial, and cylindrical.

 Lesson 2: Activity 1 Jeopardy Questions and Answers



The University of Wyoming is an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution.  
Contact the County Extension Office to request special accommodations if needed to fully participate.

 Activity 2 Instructions (20-40 mins.)
1. Hand out one piece of soft leather to each youth member. 
2. Load the tattoo kit with a code of your choice, while explaining to youth 

members that the codes are a tattoo system that will work best for them. 
Also explain what the tattoo clamp, digits, etc. 

3. Pass the tattoo gun around and have youth tattoo their piece of leather. 
4. Pass out the Supplement B Tattooing Rabbits: How to Tattoo Your Rabbit
5. Have youth put gloves on
6. Have youth “clean” the piece of leather with a q-tip and rubbing alcohol
7. Have youth cover the points of the tattoo digits with ink
8. Have youth examine the site of where the tattoo will be placed and place 

the tongs over the site.
9. After positioning the tattoo instrument properly, have youth firmly squeeze 

the tattoo tongs—be sure to have them squeeze the tongs until they are 
completely closed.

10 Have youth vigorously rub more ink into the puncture holes with more 
ink using their fingers.

11. Have youth removed the excess ink using a swab or q-tip
12. Have youth apply a light film of Vaseline over the tattoo
13. If you want, have rabbits available to tattoo. 

 Reflect and Apply Questions

1. Why do we ID rabbits?
2. How do we ID rabbits?
3. What are the steps to tattoo a rabbit?
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Activity 2 Materials
• Supplement B: Pieces of soft 

leather (enough for each youth 
to have one piece)

• Rubber Gloves
• Q-tip
• Rubbing Alcohol
• Animal Tattoo Kit (clamp, digit, 

etc.)
• Ink
• Vaseline
• Rabbits (optional)



 Lesson 2: Activity 2 Supplement B: Tatooing Rabbits: How to Tattoo Your Rabbit
Why a Rabbit Would Need to be Tattooed

Tattooing is a permanent way to identify your rabbit, making it ideal for finding lost pets. In a show environment, this 
virtually eliminates all confusion if the animals get mixed up. Tattooing is also useful when breeding; if a system is used, 
the tattoo provides is a quick way to know the rabbit’s family history just by looking at the ear.

In order to compete in a sanctioned show ARBA show (and most county fairs), rabbits must be properly tattooed in 
the left ear.

Tattooing is similar to having your ears pierced, and it is always best to do it in younger animals. The younger animal 
will have thinner cartilage and hence not only will it be easier to tattoo, but it will heal faster and hurt less.

A tattoo is also a permanent record that will clearly identify the rabbit and you can use to identify your rabbits in its 
other records such as breeding cards and health sheets.

How to Tattoo Your Rabbit
There are many successful procedures for tattooing. You should feel free 

to explore different options and find one that works best for you. This is one 
highly recommended procedure:

Instructions
1. Prepare your location for tattooing. Find a site that is comfortable for you 

to tattoo the rabbit (an area with plenty of room and ample lighting). 
Use a table covered with carpet or burlap so the animal does not slip and become frightened. The height of the 
tattooing table should be comfortable for you and your helper. A grooming table can also make an excellent tattoo 
table.

2. Gather the necessary equipment. Have an area to place the tools and ink that will be used for tattooing. It is 
important that the equipment is placed in such a way that it will not get knocked onto the floor. Many of the types 
of “tongs” are fragile. If the tattoo digits fall on the floor, it is very difficult to find the materials.

3. Select clean tattoo figures for placing in the animal’s ear. All of the digits must be free of contaminants to prevent the 
transfer of diseases.

4. Check the tattoo number. Be sure that all digits are in the proper sequence and placed in the tattoo “tongs” properly. 
This may be done by practicing on a piece of cardboard/foam.

5. Place animal in the tattooing position. Here your helper can aid by holding the animal down as you prepare the ear 
for the tattoo.

6. Cleanse the ear thoroughly. Use a swab with alcohol to remove oil and debris from the ear. Allow time for the area 
to air dry.

7. Make sure you are wearing gloves. Before you touch the ink, make sure that you are wearing gloves. If the ink 
contacts your hand it will be very difficult to remove.

8. Cover the points of the tattoo digits with ink. Use a small amount of ink that has been thoroughly mixed to coat the 
digits.

9. Examine the site of where the tattoo will be placed and place the tongs over the site. Remember that the position of 
the tattoo should be deep in the ear where it will not be covered by the fringe area of the fur. Make sure that there 
are no folds in the ear itself prior to the tattooing. The tattoo should be placed in the ear so that it is legible when 
observing the ear from the side of the animal. Be careful to not place the tattoo upside down!

10. After positioning the tattoo instrument properly, firmly squeeze the tattoo tongs. Be sure to squeeze the tongs until 
completely closed. When you first squeeze the tongs, the animal will respond, but do not release the tongs. The 
tongs must be completely closed for the tattoo to take. During this time, your helper must grasp the rabbit more 
firmly so it does not struggle.

11. Vigorously work the ink into the puncture holes. Rub in a bit more ink with a soft surface, such as a soft brush, or 
with your finger tips (make sure you are wearing gloves!)

12. Remove the excess ink. After the ink has been “rubbed” into the puncture holes, you may remove the excess ink 
from the surface of the tattoo with a swab. The new tattoo should be distinct and legible.

13. Finally, apply a light film of Vaseline over the tattoo. The vaseline will keep the ink particles from “washing out” of the 
tattoo.

Materials: 
Gloves Vaseline
Cotton/ cloth swabs
Alcohol
Ink
Tattoo kit (clamp, digits, etc.)



 Activity 3 Instructions (10-15 minutes) 
1. Hand out the PowerPoint Slides on nutrition, and have a discussion with 

youth about them. 
2. Highlight the importance of providing good quality feeds to youth 

members. 
3. If kitchen space is available, have youth make Rice Krispie Treats based off 

the UW Youth Quality Assurance Daily Care and Management Activity 3: 
Feeding and Watering Worksheet. 

4. If kitchen space is not available, hand out pre-made Rice Krispies- one of 
each kind (salt and no-salt), and then ask youth to compare their Rice 
Krispies and how it compares to feeding good quality ingredients to animals. 

 Reflect and Apply Questions

1. How do you make sure that you have the proper amount of each 
ingredient when you are cooking at home?

2. Why do you need to measure the proper amounts of ingredients when 
mixing feed for animals?

3. What if you only feed feeds that are already mixed for you-is it still 
important to measure them? Why?

4. Does the location of where you store your ingredients make any difference 
in the quality of the end products you make at home? What about in the 
feed you feed your animals?

Activity 3 Materials
• Rabbit Nutrition PowerPoint 

Handout
• Wyoming 4-H Youth Quality 

Assurance  Daily Care & 
Management Activity 3: Feeding 
and Watering Rice Krispie Treats

• Two batches of Rice Krispie 
Treats- one batch with salt; one 
without (Or ingredients to make 
two batches of Rice Krispie Treats 
if you have access to a kitchen)

Before the Meeting
If kitchen space is not available in 
meeting location, pre-make two 
batches of Rice Krispie Treats 
as outlined on the UW Youth 
Quality Assurance Daily Care 
and Management Feeding and 
Watering worksheet. 
Add salt to one of the batches, 
and clearly mark which batch has 
salt in it. 

 Lesson 2: Activity 3 Rabbit Nutrition: Daily Care and Management 
Feeding and Watering: Youth Worksheet

RICE KRISPIES TREATS RECIPE 
3 tablespoons margarine
1 package (10 oz., about 40) regular 

marshmallows or 4 cups mini marshmallows
6 cups Rice Krispies or other crunchy rice cereal
Vegetable cooking spray 

STOVE TOP DIRECTIONS
1. Melt margarine in large saucepan over 

low heat. Add marshmallows and stir until 
completely melted. Remove from heat.

2. Add Rice Krispies cereal. Stir until well coated.
3. Using buttered spatula or waxed paper, press 

mixture evenly into 13 x 9 x 2-inch pan coated with 
cooking spray. Cut into 2-inch squares when cool.

MICROWAVE DIRECTIONS 
1. Microwave margarine and marshmallows at 

HIGH 2 minutes in microwave-safe bowl. Stir to 
combine. Microwave at HIGH 1 minute longer. 
Stir until smooth. 

2. Add Rice Krispies cereal. Stir until well coated.
3. Using buttered spatula or waxed paper, press 

mixture evenly into 13 x 9 x 2-inch pan coated with 
cooking spray. Cut into 2-inch squares when cool. 

INSTRUCTIONS
Follow the directions from the leader as to the 
recipe preparation and cooking. Answer the 
questions below as the treats are being made.

1.How do you make sure that you have the proper amount of each ingredient when you are cooking at home?

2. Why do you need to measure the proper amounts of ingredients when mixing feed for animals? What if you only 
feed feeds that are already mixed for you—is it still important to measure them?

3.Does the location of where you store ingredients make any difference in the quality of the end products you 
make at home?  In the quality of feeds for your animals?
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 Lesson 2: Activity 3 Rabbit Nutrition



The University of Wyoming is an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution.  
Contact the County Extension Office to request special accommodations if needed to fully participate.

 Activity 4 Instructions (15 mins.)
1. Have a short discussion with youth about what prevention means, and why it 

is important to have a prevention plan. 
2. Hand out to youth members the Assuring Quality: A program for youth 

livestock producers—Prevention Activity and have youth members 
complete the activity. 

3. Discuss what each members Prevention Plan is, and what information they 
would find helpful if they were to help take care of someone’s animals. 

 Reflect and Apply Questions

1. What are items that you would include in a prevention plan?
2. Why is it important to have a prevention plan for raising animals?

uwyo.edu/uwe

Activity 4 Materials
• Assuring Quality: A program for 

youth livestock producers—
Prevention Activity (one per 
member)

• Pencils (one per member)
Before the Meeting

Make copies of the Assuring 
Quality: A program for youth 
livestock producers—Prevention 
Activity and the Prevention Plan 
Activity: Youth Worksheet

Assuring Quality:  A program for youth livestock producers Prevention Activity

Resources Needed:
Copies of worksheet Prevention Activity: Instructions Youth Worksheet (one/ youth) 
Pencils 

Procedure:
A. Introduce the topic by discussing that the best way to avoid problems is with prevention. “Sometimes problems 

with livestock can occur when the person that usually takes care of them is gone, and someone else is taking 
care of the animals.  The way to avoid problems is to properly prepare the people that will be taking care of the 
animals. Anticipate what could go wrong and by planning for it and preparing the people, you will likely not have any 
problems. “

B. Discuss whether any of the youth have had someone else care for their animals.  Who was it?  Why was someone 
else taking care of them? How did you prepare those people?

C. Discuss that we are going to do a list of instructions, or a “prevention plan”.  Explain the situation on the top of the 
worksheet and have youth complete the worksheet. Actually have the youth complete the worksheet.

D. Go through the worksheet, calling on different youth for different questions. 
E. For the questions at the end, some things to consider are:

• Information they should know is what is on this sheet.  If not provided, they should ask these questions.
• Items that are special about animals may include their disposition, how to handle them, whether they like 

their nose scratched, etc. Possibly if some are in the habit of being able to get out of their pen, where they 
would likely go if not in there pen, etc. Also, if any are prone to lameness or other problems.

• Sharing the information helps prevent potential problems.  Although someone may be able to follow 
your instructions on how many buckets of corn to feed, he/she may not be prepared to deal with other 
situations. Listing the other information helps he/she to deal with whatever may happen.



Whenever leaving for vacation or staying at an after school event, there are times when you are unable to care 
directly for your animals. Pretend you are going to go on vacation with your family for a week.  Who is going to 
care for your animals while you are gone?  Using the ideas below,  list your response as you would need to write 
the instructions out for someone that really was caring for your animals while you were away.

1. Who is going to watch over my animals? 

2. The number and the type of animals they will be responsible for is: 

3. The feed is located at: 

4. We give each animal (pen or herd)  amount of  feed (what kind of feed) 
each time we feed them.*

5. The animals need to be fed times a day; we usually feed them around
(time) each day.*

6. We feed them at (location).*

7. The animals need to be watered times daily. The water tank is located at 

and the faucet/bucket/hose is located at *If the tank is full, be sure to clean it.

8. There are  animals on medication. (Make a detailed list of the animals, what medications, 
how and when to give the medication, medication location and storage, and any other information 
needed.)*

9. Our vet is  and can be reached at

10. We will be home (date).

11. We will be staying at  and can be reached at ,if you need to contact us.

12. Our neighbors can assist if necessary.  They can be reached at

13. Provide any other important information that may be needed.

*Do this question for as many animals or different responses that are needed.

If someone asked you to watch their animals, what information would you like to know before they left?  
What questions would you ask to be better prepared?  What other items are special about your animals that 
you would want people to know?  How will sharing of information help to ensure that your animals remain 
healthy?

 Lesson 2: Activity 4 Prevention Plan Activity: Youth worksheet



Activity 5 Materials
• Rabbit Showmanship Steps 

(one per member)
• Youth member’s rabbits

Before the Meeting
Make copies of the Rabbit 
Showmanship Steps. Have a rabbit 
that you can use to demonstrate 
how to pick up, hold, and carry a 
rabbit. 

Activity 6 Materials
• Disease Matching Cards

Before the Meeting
Have a couple of sets of matching 
game cards spread out across a 
couple of different tables. During 
the lesson, have youth partner up 
into and play the matching game. 

Activity 7 Materials
• University of Wyoming 

Cent$ible Nutrition Program 
Penny A Day Calendars ( a 
copy of each calendar per 
member)

• Pencils (one per member) 
Before the Meeting 

Make copies of the two University 
of Wyoming Cent$ible Nutrition 
Program Penny A Day Calendars.
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 Activity 5 Instructions (10 mins.) 
1. Hand out the Rabbit Showmanship Steps paper. 
2. Go over with youth members and demonstrate how to handle, pick up, and 

carry rabbits. 
3. Have youth practice on their rabbits. 

 Reflect and Apply Questions

1. Why is it important to never grab a rabbit by its ears? 
2. Why is it important to always support a rabbit’s weight by placing one hand 

under its rump?
3. Why is it important to tuck the head under one arm when carrying a 

rabbit?

 Activity 6 Instructions (20 mins.)
1. Have youth members get into groups of two or three. 
2. Have youth member flip over cards playing the matching game for 20 minutes. 
3. Have youth match the name of the disease to the description, symptoms, and 

preventative measures cards. 

 Reflect and Apply Questions:

1. What is a common way for diseases to spread? 
2. What is a good way to keep your rabbits from catching diseases?

 Activity 7 Instructions (10 mins.)
1. Ask youth members if they would consider working for one month if they 

received 1 cent for the first day and the amount double each day after that. 
Let them answer. 

2. Then hand out the first University of Wyoming Cent$ible Nutrition 
Program Penny A Day Calendar (the one without all of the figures in it). 

3. Have youth members figure out the math for the remainder of the days in 
the calendar.

4. Then share the second University of Wyoming Cent$ible Nutrition Program 
Penny A Day Calendar (the one with all of the figures in it).

5. Share with the youth that every time bacteria passes from one organism to 
another, it doubles in size. This is how fast bacteria can travel. 

 Reflect and Apply Questions

1. Why is it important to know how fast bacteria travels?
2. What is something that you can do for your rabbit if you have more than 

one rabbit in your rabbitry?  



 Lesson 2: Activity 5 Rabbit Showmanship Steps
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 Activiy 1 Reflect and Apply Questions
1. Why is it important to know the terms associated with the rabbit 

industry?
It is important to know the terms associated with the rabbit industry, 
because by being in the Wyoming 4-H Rabbit Project, and raising a rabbit, 
you are a member of the rabbit industry. It is also beneficial to know the 
terms associated with the rabbit industry for showmanship questions the 
judge may ask during county fair. 

 Activity 2 Reflect and Apply Questions
1. Why do we ID rabbits?

We ID rabbits so that we can know which rabbit is ours on the 
showmanship table, and also so that we can keep accurate records for 
the correct rabbit. 

2. How do we ID rabbits?
We ID rabbits by tattooing the rabbit’s ear. 

3. What are the steps to tattoo a rabbit?
Prepare your location for tattooing. Gather the necessary equipment. 
Select clean tattoo figures for placing in the animal’s ear. Check the 
tattoo number. Place animal in the tattooing position. Cleanse the ear 
thoroughly. Make sure you are wearing gloves. Cover the points of the 
tattoo digits with ink. Examine the site of where the tattoo will be placed 
and place the tongs over the site. After positioning the tattoo instrument 
properly, firmly squeeze the tattoo tongs. Vigorously work the ink into 
the puncture holes. Remove the excess ink. Finally, apply a light film of 
Vaseline over the tattoo. 

  Activity 3 Reflect and Apply Questions
1. How do you make sure that you have the proper amount of each 

ingredient when you are cooking at home?
By using a measuring cup or a measuring spoon. 

2. Why do you need to measure the proper amount of each ingredient 
when mixing feed for animals?

A: To give the animals proper nutrition, and make sure that the right 
amount of ingredients are being fed. 

3. What if you only feed feeds that are already mixed for you- is it still 
important to measure them? Why?

A: It is important to still measure the feed, so that you are not giving the 
animal too much or too little of feed. 

4. Does the location of where you store your ingredients make any 
difference in the quality of the end products you make at home? 
What about in the feed you feed your animals?

Yes, the location of where feed or ingredients does make a difference 
in the quality of the feed. You want to store feed or ingredients in a dry, 
dark place, and it needs to be where rodents cannot get to it. 

Rabbit Quality Assurance
Learn about quality assurance when caring for and working with rabbits. Youth will learn about 
the terms associated with the rabbit industry and rabbit project, about identification of rabbits, 
about rabbit nutrition, animal handling practices, and about diseases and prevention methods.
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Rabbit Quality Assurance
Learn about quality assurance when caring for and working with rabbits. Youth will learn about 
the terms associated with the rabbit industry and rabbit project, about identification of rabbits, 
about rabbit nutrition, animal handling practices, and about diseases and prevention methods.

 Activity 4 Reflect and Apply Questions
1. What are items you would include in a prevention plan? 

Answers may vary, but should have a combination of where feed is 
located, where animal housing is located, how much to feed, how 
much to water, where to find a water source, when youth will be gone, 
phone numbers to reach youth and family at, phone numbers to reach 
veterinarian, and phone numbers to reach someone who might be able 
to help the person taking care of the animals. 

2. Why is it important to have a prevention plan for raising animals?
It is important to have a prevention plan for raising animals, so that if you 
need to take a vacation or have something come up, someone else can 
take care of your animals for you. It works towards preventing anything 
bad from happening. 

 Activity 5 Reflect and Apply Questions
1. Why is it important to never grab a rabbit by its ears?

A rabbit’s ear carry a lot of blood vessels in them, and if you grab a 
rabbit by the ears there is a good chance of breaking the rabbit’s ear 
drum. 

2. Why is it important to always support a rabbit’s weight by placing 
one hand under its rump?

By supporting the rabbit’s weight, and placing one hand under its rump, 
the rabbit will feel less likely to be dropped and will feel supported. 

3. Why is it important to tuck the head under one arm when carrying a 
rabbit?

By tucking the head under one arm when carrying a rabbit, it will feel less 
likely to be dropped. 

 Activity 6 Reflect and Apply Questions
1. What is a common way for diseases to spread?

When animals are together, it is easy for diseases to spread from one 
rabbit to another.

2. What is a good way to keep your rabbits from catching diseases?
Follow routine animal care practices, and if one animal gets sick isolate it 
from the others. 

 Activity 7 Reflect and Apply Questions
1 Why is it important to know how fast bacteria travels?

t is important to know how fast bacteria travels because if one rabbit 
shows symptoms, you can know approximately how fast it will affect 
other rabbits around it. 

2. What is something you can do for your rabbits if you have more 
than one rabbit in your rabbitry?

You can isolate a sick rabbit, so that the others don’t get sick. 


